We describe a geometrlcal reconstruction procedure for track coordinates, taken from spark chambers in a nun-cllliform magnetic field. By a least-squares method we fit simultaneously all parameters (momenta, spatial LlligleS, and the vertex coordinates) of the observed trajectories, which originate at the same vertex. A test run has been performed usin, u simulated high energy events in a nonuniform magnetic field where the interaction vertex was assumed not to be measured.
I. INTROl)UCTION
The analysis of high energy interactions of elementary particles, using spark chambers in combination with an analyzing magnetic field, usually requires a geometrical optimization procedure in order to obtain from the measurements of track coordinates an estimate of the relevant physical quantities_, suc_h as momenta and spaLtia1 angles.
I Complications arise when the magnetic fields are non-uniform and the interaction vertex cannot be measured. For example, in the case of the recently developed technique 2 of using streamer track chambers placed in magnetic fields, one might be interested to reconstruct trajectories passing through nonuniform field regions. Moreover, since the interaction usually takes place outside the sensitive region of the streamer track chamber, the vertex cannot be measured and has to bc reconstructed.
IIcrc WC discuss a least-squares fitting procedure for a digital electronic coml)utcr, which has the following features:
'1 ' . it fits coordinates to trajectories traversing regions of non-uniform magnetic fields;
b. it optimixcs simultaneously all measured trajectories and the coordinates of the interaction vertex, from where the trajectories _ originate.
Thus, the number of &known parameters in our fitting problem is 3N + 3, where N is the number of observed trajectories due to one interaction; each trajectory carries three parameters (momentum and two spatial angles), and three parameters :wc tlw to the vertex. -It should bc noted that due to the coupling of the vertex to the different trajectoric>s> strong correlation of the parameters can be expected. Therefore an csscntial result of the fitting program will be the covariant matrix of the parameters which has to be klpown for further kinematical optimization.
-2-_ .
II. METHOD As-the main check for convergence it is tested whether the corrections A/3 lie within the error ellipsoid of the parameter defined by A X 2 = 1, that is to say, the inequality 11 uT(AT GA)A@ (7) is being examined in each iteration. This requires us to choose the inverse of the covariance matrix of the measuring errors for G (at any rate this is advisable if one wants to intcrprct the final X 2 in terms of probability).
_F. The First Estimate
Depending on the geometrical configuration, first estimates on the parameters have to be computed from the data input. The first estimate (starting) parameters were computed assuming a uniform magnetic field. By fitting circles to the first few measured points of the different tracks in a plane perpendicular to the main field direction, one obtains, from the intersection point, an approximation for the vertex coordinates. At this vertex approximate G's and h's can be evaluated as well. The final result of the best fit parameters has shown no dependence on the starting values.
III. TEST
Presently an ALGOL version of the described fitting procedure with the name ClRCETexists at SLAC. CIRCE was tested using simulated input data. We tested for about 100 fitted fake events the distribution of P-6-X 2 X (n number of degrees of freedom), which can be used as a normal deviate with --unit -variance for n's which are greater than 30. The distribution was centered at sero 
